
St Ann’s Church, Dawson Street, Dublin 2
8 June, 22 June, 29 June 2017

1.20 -2.00pm  Admission: Free

A gathering of traditional and modern Japanese musicians in a series of three lunchtime 
concerts to celebrate the Ireland-Japan 60th Anniversary of Diplomatic Relations

Masataka Yanagimachi, Reido Konno, Reiryo Yamashiro

Hideaki Bunno, Naoyuki Manabe, Nagao Okubo,
Goro Ikebe, Shogo Anzai, Yutaka Ota

. . . transcending musical boundaries

ThurSDAy 8  June 2017

Fuyuki Enokido – Koto
Sharing Japanese culture with the world
The Koto is a traditional stringed instrument made 
from Kiri wood. It has 13 strings that are usually 

strung over 13 movable bridges along the width of the 
instrument. Players can adjust the string pitches by 
moving the white bridges before playing. To play the 
instrument, the strings are plucked using three finger 

picks, otherwise known as plectra.

ThurSDAy 22  June 2017

‘itotakE’ – Shakuhachi 
a unique ensemble fusing traditional  

with modern music styles
Traditionally made from bamboo the Shakuhachi is a vertical 

flute and was used by Buddhist monks in the practice of ‘blowing 
meditation’. Nowadays in addition to its traditional roots, Shakuhachi 

playing has featured on films scores such as Legends of the Fall, 
Braveheart & Jurassic Park as well as in more avant garde jazz and 

synthesised musical pieces.

ThurSDAy 29  June 2017

 GaGaku 
the Japanese spirit of co-operation and harmony  

based on the history of Gagaku
Gagaku is a type of Japanese classical music, dance and song. It is 

the oldest music in Japan and was played at the Imperial Court and 
at ancient religious temples. Nowadays Gagaku is based on the 

music played at the Imperial Household Agency which is recognised 
as the world’s oldest orchestra – playing for over 1,300 years. It is 
designated as an Important Intangible Cultural Property in Japan. 

Gagaku includes the use of wind, string and percussion instruments.
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ThurSDAy 22  June 2017

‘itotakE’ – Shakuhachi 
 ‘Itotake’ was formed 1988, by Reido Konno (shakuhachi ) and 
Masataka Yanagimachi (guitarist) and their joint passion for all types 
of music new and old. Reiryo Yamashiro joined them in 2014 as the 
second shakuhachi player.
Reido konno: Has played the shakuhachi for forty-seven years 
and is an expert in shakuhachi music, performance, education and 
notation. He plays a wide range of styles encompassing classical, 
jazz and modern music. Reido is a lecturer, actively promotes music 
within the community and organises an annual concert to showcase 
the shakuhachi and guitar.
Masataka yanagimachi: Started playing the guitar at secondary 
school, playing in a band at university and forming a Soul/Rock & 
Fusion group after graduation. Since then he has composed and 
arranged music, studies classical guitar with renowned guitarist 
Masaru Koyama and lectures at local community centres. 
Reiryo yamashiro: Played the trombone in high school. In 2012 
after he retired he picked up his late father’s shakuhachi and started 
learning how to play it under the tutelage of Reido Konno. Through 
his playing, Reiryo tackles the fusion of Japanese spirituality and 
Western rationality.

ThurSDAy 29  June 2017

GaGaku 
Hideaki Bunno (sho, vocals): Formed the group ‘Junion-kai’ in 1977 

with musicians from the Board of the Ceremonies of the Imperial 
Household Agency. Hideaki is the 36th generation of his family to 

serve at imperial ceremonies and events. In Japan, the Bunno family 
is renowned as the most distinguished family to perform the court 

music of ancient Japan in Kyoto. 
naoyuki Manabe (sho, wagon): As a Japan Cultural Envoy for the 

Agency for the Cultural Affairs Government of Japan, Naoyuki worked 
throughout the world liaising with composers and producing music. He 

has performed solo as well as part of an ensemble and organised projects 
to promote the understanding of Japanese culture and Gagaku in Europe. 

He joins Hideaki and his Junion-kai colleagues in today’s performance.
nagao okubo (hichiriki); Goro ikebe (hichiriki, vocals);  

Shogo anzai (fue); yutaka ota (fue, vocals)

The PerFOrMerS
ThurSDAy 8  June 2017

Fuyuki Enokido – Koto
Fuyuki Enokido: Born in Tokyo in 1980 

Fuyuki was taught to play the Koto (the national 
instrument of Japan) by her great Aunt Mikiko 

Kobashi – the pupil of Michio Miyagi who is 
considered to have been the first Japanese 
composer to combine western music and 
traditional Koto music. Following in their 

footsteps Fuyuki has received numerous awards 
for her playing and has performed in over  

30 countries worldwide. 


